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Naijauto team. Model year. A supple ride, smooth yet potent performance and a gorgeous
interior make the Lexus ES the one entry-level luxury sedan that you'll never want to upgrade
from. Aimed squarely at folks who value a soft, quiet ride and coddling features above blazing
performance and sports-car handling, Lexus' midsize ES luxury sedan series has done well for
itself. Success has come by giving those buyers exactly what they want in a package boasting
the company's trademark refinement. As has been the case for past ES models, the new model
has underlying mechanical similarity to the Toyota Camry. As with its redesigned-for-'07 sibling,
the front-wheel-drive ES has a larger engine, a 3. The combination provides the car with
considerably more power while still offering respectable fuel economy. Lexus' engineers and
designers have expended considerable effort on making sure their product is indeed perceived
as an entry-luxury sedan. The car's new styling has sharp creases and squinting taillights that
tie it in with other Lexus vehicles, and there are plenty of new luxury features. Items of note
include keyless entry and starting, active headlights that swivel when cornering, active cruise
control and a back-up camera incorporated into the optional navigation system's display. An
updated Mark Levinson surround-sound audio system that can play DVD-audio and video discs
is also available this year. Everything that one sees and touches exudes quality, from the rich
walnut accents to the movement of the radio's tuning knob. Although the powerful V6 gives the
ES spirited performance, it's not a car meant for twisty road thrills. Handling is precise and
pleasant, but performance enthusiasts will be better served by more firmly sprung and involving
sport sedans such as Lexus' own IS series or rivals such as the Acura TL and the Infiniti G The
Chrysler C offers more passenger room and the performance of a horsepower V8, though its
cabin doesn't approach the ES 's in terms of style and refinement. While all of these sedans are
worth consideration, anyone seeking a soothing, quiet respite during commutes, errand runs
and family trips would be hard-pressed to find a better choice than the
polished-to-the-nth-degree Lexus ES The Lexus ES entry-luxury sedan comes in a single,
well-equipped trim level. Through a variety of optional and usually pricey packages, Lexus
offers a bevy of additional features. Also available are adaptive xenon HID headlights, a
navigation system with voice activation, a premium Mark Levinson surround-sound audio and
video system, satellite radio, a power rear sunshade and chrome wheels. A model of refinement,
this smooth, silent powertrain whisks the Lexus ES to 60 mph in 7. Antilock disc brakes,
stability control, a tire-pressure monitor and a full array of airbags including dual front knee,
front-seat side and full-length side curtain are all standard on the Lexus ES Optional are
rear-seat side airbags and a Pre-Collision System. The latter comes into play when an
impending collision is sensed via a frontal radar system and automatically tightens up the
seatbelts and applies full power braking when the driver presses the pedal. In side-impact tests,
the Lexus scored five stars for front-occupant protection and four for the rear. As expected, the
Lexus ES provides a soft, absorbent ride yet provides better control than expected. Road, wind
and engine noise are well muted -- this Lexus is one of the quietest cars we've ever tested at
freeway cruising speeds. When pushed hard in the corners, there is noticeable body roll but the
car remains composed. Most owners will probably never even notice that, as the ES is a quiet,
low-stress luxury sedan and makes no pretense at sporting intentions. Those seeking
back-road thrills should test-drive its more tautly sprung though less comfy stable mates, the IS
series. In keeping with Lexus tradition, the cabin of the Lexus ES is warm and inviting. The
various leather, vinyl, wood and metallic materials are all richly finished. Although the ES is
chock-full of luxury features, most controls are easy to find and use. The optional ventilated
seats are among the best we've experienced, with plenty of cool air circulating throughout. This
Lexus also boasts a roomy backseat and a large trunk with a pass-through. If being noticed is
your thing, the Lexus ES isn't the car for you. It disappears into Southern California's mass of
suburbia like a Caprice in Detroit. It's not an image car. So Newport Ned, all blue chips, high
horsepower and big ego, won't want one. But his mother, Newport Nancy, probably will. She's
more concerned with comfort than visibility, more worried about the way the journey feels than
being noticed at the destination. She's practical, enjoys a smooth ride, an agreeable seat, the

perfect temperature and easy listening. This Camry-based sedan traditionally combines the
practical attributes of its less-expensive sibling with luxury features that make a Lexus a Lexus.
The new car continues that convention. From the outside, the ES is completely updated. Its
body has a slicker shape with a longer hood and shorter rear deck. It's a mild departure from
the relatively conservative lines we've become used to in the Lexus lineup. Dimensional
changes designed to increase usability and performance accompany the new body. There's
also a new engine, transmission and multiple safety features designed to keep Nancy as secure
as she is comfortable. Changes for the better Lexus was smart about increasing the ES's
usability without making the car unwieldy. The new car hasn't grown in overall length, but its
wheelbase is up 2. The platform, which is tweaked in size rather than fully redesigned, has
reduced overhangs and more space for the doors, which eases ingress and egress. Overall
width is up only 0. Despite the longer wheelbase, Lexus wasn't able to defy physics with the ES.
It might be easier to get in and out, but interior space is almost identical to that of the old car. In
fact, front legroom is the same as the previous ES and rear legroom is increased only 0. It's also
heavy. At 3, pounds the ES bears no small burden on its powertrain. New powertrain, better
performance Under the hood there's an updated 3. The dual-overhead-cam design utilizes four
valves per cylinder controlled by variable valve timing hardware. This latest version of VVT-i
adjusts timing on both the intake and exhaust cams, which increases power and fuel economy
while reducing emissions. There's also a new six-speed automatic transmission which delivers
the power to the front wheels and is smaller, using 20 percent fewer parts than the previous
five-speed. Shifts can be manually controlled using the sequential-style sport shifter. The tranny
also adjusts shifts to account for engine conditions, driving habits and component wear. In
measured testing, the ES's newfound power paid off. Mash the throttle and there's no denying
that it has significant thrust for a luxury sedan. Despite its rather hefty curb weight, the ES hit
60 mph in 7. That's only 0. Even during maximum acceleration with the throttle pinned and the
tranny fluidly linking gears, you're reminded this is a luxury car. It's exceptionally quiet, engine
noise is barely perceptible and there's virtually no road discord. Drive like a normal human
being, and you'll be in one of the quietest environments we've tested during a mph cruise
Chassis changes Little has changed about the fundamental suspension design of the â€” it still
uses struts front and rear. It works. On the road, the ES has noticeably better ride control than
we expected. Even over small rises at triple-digit speeds it maintains composure. There's a
subtle but controlled frequency to its chassis pitch which strikes the precise balance a car in
this class should have. It is exactly what it claims to be: a perfect compromise between the
couchlike driving experience of an American luxury car and the well-damped ride of a Japanese
sport sedan. Seven-spoke inch wheels come standard with the ES, but our test car was fitted
with the optional graphite-finish spokers which come with the ultraluxury package. Summer
tires are available on the standard wheels. Through the slalom, the ES's weight was obvious,
and body roll was abundant on its way to a That's slower than most cars its size, but faster than
the last Toyota Avalon and Buick Lacrosse we tested. Featuring The Lexus cocoon Inside the
ES is a combination of indulgent shapes and textures that are as functional as they are
pampering. There's real walnut trim in the center console and door panels, and optionally, on
the steering wheel. Leather, which is added with the premium package, is available in three
colors: Cashmere, Light Gray or Black. The ES has perhaps the most functional ventilated seats
we've experienced. If you're buying this car for its luxury features, go all the way and get these
seats. Their leather is the most flowing, ductile material we've ever experienced in a car seat. Its
perforations allow cooling air a direct shot at the target, making them as functional as they
sound. Seat heaters were also great at quickly and evenly warming the goods on cool mornings.
Ten-way adjustability makes finding the right driving position easy. But in a car like the ES, it's
the details that matter. Our test car was fitted with the power cushion extender which increases
or decreases the length of the seat bottom cushion underneath the thighs, allowing support for
both long- and short-legged drivers. As if that wasn't enough, the ES can link seat position to
two different key fobs. Using this feature, position is automatically adjusted according to which
key fob is used to access the car â€” another example of custom tailoring. Even with the
pamper factor in overdrive, Lexus hasn't lost sight of Camry-like usability and safety. There are
eight standard airbags hidden in the cabin plus two optional side airbags for the rear seats. The
shifter is a familiar Toyota job that's housed in walnut trim. Gauges are straightforward and
easy to read, with an 8,rpm tachometer on the left and a mph speedometer on the right. Still, the
ES doesn't share a single dash panel or material with its less expensive Toyota sibling. A new
standard If you ask Newport Ned he'll tell you that Lexus isn't the world's most exciting
carmaker. He's right, because the new ES isn't going to blow you away with insane speed or
outrageous curves. What it will do, however, is up the ante for other manufacturers competing
in the segment. It offers more power, more convenience and more luxury than the car it

replaces, and it should have an almost identical base price. And that's about what Nancy wants
to spend. System Score: 9. This is the newest-generation Levinson stereo and is very similar to
that found in both the IS and GS sedans. It uses 14 speakers that consist of four 25mm
tweeters, five 65mm midrange speakers including the dash-mounted center channel, two 16cm
woofers mounted in the rear doors and one 20cm subwoofer mounted in the trunk. With all
channels driven the amplifier produces watts. The stereo features an integrated dash-mounted
controller that controls climate and navigation functions. It also has the ability to connect to a
handheld MP3 player like an iPod. The discreet 5. In the past we've noticed that when vehicles
like the larger LS are equipped with a Mark Levinson system they sound a little better, perhaps
due to the much larger interior which may present a better sound stage. Still, the ES 's system
sounds better than most factory-installed systems, including those in some more expensive
cars. Its strong point is its ability to deliver clean, sharp and uncluttered bass. The midrange is
excellent as well. The midrange and tweeters use metal cones to reproduce the sound more
efficiently and they are mounted in the doors for optimum sound reproduction. In fact, this Mark
Levinson system is specifically designed so that 5. Even at higher volumes the sound remains
clear. The interface for the stereo is simple and easy to use. A large "audio" button next to the
dash-mounted screen allows access to the system's basic functions. Bass, midrange and treble
as well as the fader control all live on the same screen. You can also turn the surround-sound
feature on or off. If we have a complaint about this stereo it's that there aren't that many
customizable and flexible features. The flipside of that complaint is that the Levinson system
delivers stellar sound quality without any effort on the part of the driver. Just slide in a CD and it
will sound great even if you never touch any of the sound controls. Our guess is that's exactly
what the average Lexus buyer is looking for. Best Feature: Clean, sharp bass and excellent
sound quality overall. Worst Feature: Lacks customizable settings. Conclusion: An excellent
stereo overall that delivers plenty of thumping bass and clean, clear sound. Listening to this
stereo is an experience that truly enhances the joy of music. One thing I can say without
hesitation â€” at half the price of Lexus' own LS this sedan is not half the luxury car. More like
about 74 percent. Using those numbers, the ES is a great value. Since then, the stealth Lexus
has been quietly winning the hearts of those who prefer quiet to quick, soft-spoken to brash,
and saving a few dollars, to having the "it" car. What's not to like with the ES 's whisper-quiet
cabin, plush accommodations and now deceptively powerful V6? I can't think of anything.
Available styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Lexus ES Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Pricey options packages, competitors offer as much or more
power and room for less money. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Lexus ES has been fully redesigned for Now
called the ES , it has improvements in power, interior room and luxury features. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. I labored over spending over 40K for transportation but got over
it as soon as I hit the road. Did a mile road trip to Taos, NM within days and averaged Not too
shabby for a vehicle with all this power. Ran midgrade fuel and never had a hiccup. Vehicle is
super comfortable, quiet, smooth and powerful. The Navigation is a must have although a bit
intimidating at first to use. The ventilated seats and swiveling headlamps are great innovations
and extremely practical to boot. I have had to do some serious reading in the manual to unlock
the mysteries of all the new technology but am doing nicely. Read less. Pursuit of perfection?
Please catch up. I agree with a writer's assessment about noises, poor highway handling and
the so-so radio. The important problem is the highway handling. At 60 to 65 mph and above, the
car seems to have a wobble, and the steering wheel actually shakes. I am still working with a
dealer to fix this. From day 3 of owning the car I have had noises, creaks, rattles, whatever
inside. Most of the dashboard noise has been fixed now, but other noises are coming from
pillars or doors. I drive a lot, so the problems are very disappointing. The best value of any entry
luxuary car. Owned for 1 month. I researched every so called entry luxury sedan out there. None
of them had the smooth and quiet ride that I have experienced with the ES Lexus. Before you

purchase an entry luxury car do yourself a favor and sit in the back seats of the Infiniti and
Acura. No comparison for comort. Only sedan that can comfortable fit 5 adults. Try that with the
competition. When driving over 60 miles per hour in each car, You will notice some noise in
every auto except the Lexus. Much smoother, cushier ride then the Infiniti and Acura. Fuel
economy. I'm getting mph in city. All hwy. Using mid grade gas. Why did I wait so long? It might
be a little early to make a report on this car, but when I picked it up, I was impressed Now I'm
even more impressed. I kept telling my wife that I wanted a luxury car with minimum road noise ,
something like an older Lincoln Town car! She kept saying that the Lincoln was an "old man's
car", to which I replied "well I'm an old man"! Got tired of looking rather quickly, as they all look
and feel the same after a while. Last week, we stopped at a used lot only a few blocks from our
house to look at a couple of vehicles out close to the road that caught my wife's attention. He
said he had one "right over here" that was a one-owner 10yr old with everything on it! He said
they were asking more than I indicated I wanted to spend, but I should look anyway. I indicated
that my checkbook was variable, in that it varied depending upon the degree of excitement!!!
Only had it a week, but find something new I love about it every day. It took 7 hrs! I was so glad
to have this car with all the traction control and safety features We got to know the advanced
navigation system and a few more goodies during the trip. Continue to enjoy all this car has to
offer and we got what we wanted - - - a luxury car with much of the depreciation on someone
else!!! Everything works and we are still getting to know it. See all reviews of the Used Lexus ES
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Stereo Evaluation System
Score: 9. Sponsored cars related to the ES Sign Up. Click on each color image to see a larger
view and to find which vehicles these colors apply to. Please highlight the color ID directly
below the box of the color you require and copy the ID including the letter suffix onto your
clipboard so that it may be pasted onto your order form when placing your order. We have tried
to reproduce these colors as accurately as possible. Please keep in mind that color
representations may vary depending upon screen monitor settings, browsers and many
different factors. We can provide you with factory original colors based upon "Color Name"
only. Trim codes do not necessarily provide us with sufficient information to identify the correct
interior color for your application. To obtain the correct "color name", you may check the
specification or "build" sheet that came with the vehicle for the trim color "name". If that is not
available, please contact your local dealership and provide them with the VIN number of your
vehicle. The interior or "trim color name" can be retrieved through their computer system. If you
do not see your particular color listed on this chart, please read the information at the bottom of
this page. If you do not see the "NAME" of your color, please click the image closest to your
color for a list of name differences. LX05 Ivory. LX10 Bluish Gray. LX15 Gray. LX87 Beige. LX Dk
Gray. LX Coffee. LX Saddle. LX Lt Gray. LX Garnet. LX Noble Brown. LX06 Ivory. LX11 Dk
Quartz. LX16 Spruce. LX88 Taupe. LX Sage. LX Gray. LX Dk Rose. LX Parchment. LX Ivory. LX08
Agate. LX13 Dk Taupe. LX85 Blue. LX Lt Ivory. LX Black. LX Off Black. LX09 Brown. LX14
Cypress. LX86 Classic Gray. LX Med Gray. LX Space Gray. LX Cashmere. LX Topaz Brown. If
you do not see your color listed on this chart:. The samples which we match our colors to have
been obtained from upholstery and trim sample books, provided by or authorized by, the
individual car makers. If you do not see your color listed here, it may be due to the fact that we
do not have an accurate sample to match to. Some of the samples that we have in our library
have been collected from actual vehicles already in service. These samples may have been
collected by our field technicians as they performed restoration services on theses cars, or by
the actual owners, wishing to perform restorations themselves. These samples have been
collected from inconspicuous areas and are free from dirt, wear and fading. If you wish to send
us a sample of a color that is not listed, please feel free to do so. You will not only get the exact
color for your vehicle, but you will also be helping others with the same situation by aiding us in
providing exact color matches for even the most obscure colors. Home Lexus Interior Colors. If
you do not see your color listed on this chart: The samples which we match our colors to have
been obtained from upholstery and trim sample books, provided by or authorized by, the
individual car makers. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including

government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The monthly payment is based
on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the
payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our
ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of
criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehi
ramsey winch wiring diagram
2011 hyundai sonata fog light kit
1999 windstar
cle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve
this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the
best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class. Not
recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are
all exterior and interior colors for the Lexus ES Colors generally differ by style. Saved Vehicles
0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the
selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require
top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our
ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the
road. New Car Quick Quote Lexus. Please select a model Select Model. Get Your Price. Find
more information on lexus vehicles Lexus Models.

